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Two computational studies provide different sentiment analyses for text segments (e.g.,
“fearful” passages) and figures (e.g., “Voldemort”) from the Harry Potter books (Rowling,
1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2003, 2005, 2007) based on a novel simple tool called SentiArt.
The tool uses vector space models together with theory-guided, empirically validated
label lists to compute the valence of each word in a text by locating its position in a
2d emotion potential space spanned by the words of the vector space model. After
testing the tool’s accuracy with empirical data from a neurocognitive poetics study, it was
applied to compute emotional figure and personality profiles (inspired by the so-called
“big five” personality theory) for main characters from the book series. The results of
comparative analyses using different machine-learning classifiers (e.g., AdaBoost, Neural
Net) show that SentiArt performs very well in predicting the emotion potential of text
passages. It also produces plausible predictions regarding the emotional and personality
profile of fiction characters which are correctly identified on the basis of eight character
features, and it achieves a good cross-validation accuracy in classifying 100 figures into
“good” vs. “bad” ones. The results are discussed with regard to potential applications of
SentiArt in digital literary, applied reading and neurocognitive poetics studies such as the
quantification of the hybrid hero potential of figures.
Keywords: sentiment analysis, computational poetics, emotional figure profile, hybrid hero potential, machine
learning, digital humanities, neuroaesthetics, literary reading
I tried to gain an idea of the number of the more conspicuous aspects of the character by counting in an
appropriate dictionary the words used to express them... I examined many pages of its index here and there
as samples of the whole, and estimated that it contained fully one thousand words expressive of character,
each of which has a separate shade of meaning, while each shares a large part of its meaning with some of
the rest.
— Francis Galton, Measurement of Character, 1884
Jacobs Sentiment Analysis for Words and Fiction Characters
INTRODUCTION
Computational analysis and modeling of narratives or poetry
still present a wealth of challenges for research in digital
literary studies, computational linguistics, machine learning, or
neurocognitive poetics (e.g., Nalisnick and Baird, 2013; Ganascia,
2015; Jacobs, 2015a, 2018b). A key issue concerns the extent
to which computers can evaluate the emotional information
encoded in spoken or written texts, i.e., what is typically called
sentiment analysis (SA). While there is considerable progress in
SA in the last 20 years (e.g., Liu, 2015), when it comes to poetic
texts such as Shakespeare sonnets (Simonton, 1989; Jacobs et al.,
2017) new challenges like the prediction of aesthetic emotions via
SA tools must be tackled. First attempts at quantifying e.g., the
beauty of words (Jacobs, 2017), the most beautiful lines of poetry
(Jacobs, 2018a,b) or the “aptness” of poetic metaphors (Jacobs
and Kinder, 2017, 2018) are encouraging, but the lack of both
specialized SA tools and empirical data allowing to assess their
descriptive accuracy and predictive validity slows down progress.
A special aspect of SA addressed in this paper concerns the
computational modeling of the emotional facets of a given figure
or character described in natural language text (e.g., Egloff et al.,
2016) or the emotional relationships between characters e.g., via
character-based kernels (Elsner, 2012) or character-to-character
SA (Nalisnick and Baird, 2013). Here I’d like to propose a simple
heuristic tool for computing Emotional Figure Profiles and Figure
Personality Profiles for characters in stories which can be used,
for example, as a means to quantify the “hybrid hero potential”
of figures in novels, an extension of the digital modeling of figure
complexity (e.g., Klinger, 2018). In order to tackle this issue I use
a vector space model (VSM)-based SA tool that has proven useful
for computing the emotion potential of poems and of excerpts
from Rowling’s (1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2003, 2005, 2007) Harry
Potter book series (Jacobs, 2018a,b).
THREE APPROACHES TO SA
The wealth of SA methods can be categorized into three broad
classes: dictionary or word list-based, VSM-based, and hybrid
methods (Taboada et al., 2011; Jacobs, 2018b). The first method
determines the positivity/negativity value (i.e., its valence) of a
word from the test text by looking it up in a reference word
list or “prior-polarity lexicon” that contains the information,
typically based on human rating data (e.g., Whissell et al.,
1986; Bestgen, 1994; Wiebe et al., 2005). Following Stone et al.’s
(1966) early content analysis tool, this method uses word lists
with rating data like the Berlin Affective Word List (BAWL;
Võ et al., 2006, 2009; Briesemeister et al., 2011; Jacobs et al.,
2015), theAffective Norms for German Sentiment Terms (ANGST;
Schmidtke et al., 2014), or the norms by Warriner et al. (2013). If
one adheres to the theory that valence is a semantic superfeature
that results from a yet unknown integration of both experiential
and distributional data at least partially represented in associative
activation patterns of semantic networks (Andrews et al., 2009;
Jacobs et al., 2016a), then SA based on human ratings is the
closest to the experiential aspect one can get. Theoretically,
the valence value of a given word would thus be computed
in the brain from (1) neural activation patterns distributed
over the sensory-motor representations of the word’s referents
(experiential or embodied aspect) and (2) information about
the linguistic company the word keeps (e.g., Harris, 1951),
as estimated by the size and density of its learned context
(distributional aspect). However, optimally such databases cover
each (content) word in the test text, although, in reality, a
limited hit rate of the database is often the biggest problem
of this method, especially when dealing with highly literary
or ancient text materials (cf. Jacobs and Kinder, 2017; Jacobs,
2018b). A related more general problem is the language, if
there are no or only limited word lists in the language of a
researcher’s country. Simply translating existing English lists into
another language without empirical cross-validation has its own
problems (Schmidtke et al., 2014) and sensitivity to emotional
content varies across languages which differ considerably in their
emotion vocabularies (e.g., Conrad et al., 2011; Veltkamp et al.,
2012; Hsu et al., 2015b). Since running comparative studies in
several languages—as in the afore-cited studies frommy group—
is an important aim of the Neurocognitive Poetics perspective
(Jacobs, 2011, 2015a,b,c, 2016, 2017; Willems and Jacobs, 2016;
Nicklas and Jacobs, 2017; Jacobs and Willems, 2018) a method
is required that works for many languages. Moreover, collecting
human rating data is costful and there are methodological and
epistemological issues about the reliability and validity of ratings,
especially when they are turned from a dependent variable (i.e.,
a “subjective” behavioral measure in response to a stimulus) into
an independent variable (i.e., an “objective” predictor of say the
positivity of a text; cf. Westbury, 2016).
The second method introduced by Turney (2001; cf. also
Turney and Littman, 2003) offers a computational alternative
which requires no access to human rating data and can
work in about any language for which training corpora and
semantic vectors are available or can be created (e.g., fasttext
https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/pretrained-vectors.html). It uses an
unsupervised learning approach to SA based on VSMs and a
label list which can be thought of as prototypes or more or
less ideal examples of positive and negative semantic orientation
or valence (for example, GOOD, NICE vs. BAD, NASTY). This
method thus concerns the distributional aspect of valence and
works by computing the semantic relatedness between the words
of the test text and the labels using knowledge-based, dictionary
models, vector space or neural net models (e.g., wordnet; Miller,
1995; latent semantic analysis/LSA; Deerwester et al., 1990 or
word2vec/w2v; Mikolov et al., 2013). The labels must be part of
the training corpus used to generate the similarity vectors (e.g.,
via LSA, wordnet or w2v). If a given test word is—on average—
more similar to a set of positive labels like GOOD than to the
opposite set, it will be classified as having a positive valence and
vice versa. Naturally, parameters like the size, representativeness
or specificity of the training corpus, the validity of the vector
space or other models (incl. the similarity metric) used to
compute semantic similarities present challenges for this 2nd
method 2. Perhaps the biggest of those concerns the quantity,
quality, and context-sensitivity of the labels whose choice can
be subjective, intuitive or heuristic (Turney and Littman, 2003;
e.g., Jacobs, 2017), or theory-guided (e.g., Westbury et al., 2015).
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Turney and Littman (2003) argued that their unsupervised tool
with a training set of only 14 labels has the advantage of not
requiring re-training for each new domain unlike supervised
SA tools.
The third method is a hybrid between the first two. Like the
2nd, it starts with estimating—using some training corpus—the
similarity between the test text words and a list of labels for
which valence rating data must be available. It then computes
the valence value for a test word as the average of the ratings of
its k nearest neighbors in the vector space (Taboada et al., 2011;
Bestgen and Vincze, 2012; Recchia and Louwerse, 2015). Thus,
Method 3 combines the advantages as well as the disadvantages
of the two former methods.
The pros and cons of these different methods have been
discussed in detail elsewhere (Mandera et al., 2015; Westbury
et al., 2015; Hollis et al., 2017). Suffice it to say that if rating data
are not available or fail to cover a reliable percentage of the words
in the test text (cf. Jacobs and Kinder, 2017), then the second
method is the only viable one. In this paper I would like to test
the validity of a novel variant of this method (called SentiArt) for
doing SA of literary texts and characters within the emerging field
of Neurocognitive Poetics.
Word list-based methods can only be used for the present
task of determining the valence of characters from narratives
(see Study 2), if they contain the proper names of the characters
in the story, e.g., “Voldemort.” For the affective word lists in
German developed in my group (i.e., the BAWL or ANGST), this
is not the case. However, VSM-based techniques can be applied
to the extent that the semantic vectors are computed from an
adequate training corpus, e.g., in the present case the entire Harry
Potter book series (Rowling, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2003, 2005,
2007) in its German translation (∼1.4 million tokens, ∼40.000
types) which naturally contains the names of the protagonists and
other figures.
PRESENT STUDY
The present two computational poetics studies are part
of the larger above-mentioned Neurocognitive Poetics
perspective and aim at proposing and testing a simple,
easy-to-use tool for computing emotional figure, and figure
personality profiles for characters in literary texts such as
stories, novels, plays or ballads. Study 1 aims at testing
the feasibility of SentiArt as a simple VSM-based tool for
computational poetics studies in multiple languages. Having
obtained encouraging results from study 1, study 2 introduces
the computation of emotional figure profiles and figure
personality profiles for characters from the Harry Potter
book series.
Study 1. Classifying Text Segments From
Harry Potter as “Joyful,” “Fearful,”
or “Neutral”
In a 1st computational study I used a comparative predictive
modeling procedure—successfully applied in previous research
(Jacobs et al., 2016a, 2017; Jacobs, 2017; Jacobs and Kinder,
2017, 2018)—to test how well the sentiment labeling data of a
test set could be predicted by the results of those of a training
set used to train different classifiers. Overall 120 text segments
from Harry Potter that were labeled as “happy,” “fearful,” or
“neutral” in a previous empirical study (Hsu et al., 2015a,b) were
used as stimulus material. Five classifiers—as implemented in
the Python toolbox Orange (Demsar et al., 2013)—were used for
predictive modeling: Adaboost (AB, with Simple Decision Tree),
kNearestNeighbors (kNN), Logistic Regression (LR), Naïve Bayes
(NB), and Neural Network (MultiLayerPerceptron/MLP). The
task for the classifiers was to predict the sentiment category of the
segments based on the input provided by different computational
SA tools (SATs).
Computing the Text Emotion Potential
An early empirical study by Bestgen (1994) showed that the
“affective tones” of sentences and entire texts can well be
predicted by lexical valence as determined by a word-list based
method. More recent neurocognitive studies confirming this idea
showed the power of text valence for evoking emotional reader
responses as measured by their underlying neuronal correlates
(Altmann et al., 2012, 2014; Hsu et al., 2014, 2015a,b,c).
To get an idea about SentiArt’s relative performance, it was
compared with those of two other well-established SATs, both
implemented in publically available software packages such as
Orange or NLTK (Bird et al., 2009). The 1st, VADER (Hutto and
Gilbert, 2014), is a popular word list- and rule-based procedure
which computes a continuous score for each text (ranging from
negative to neutral to positive values) and appends a total
sentiment score called compound1. It can deal with some forms
of negation or punctuation emphasis in texts. Like VADER,
the 2nd SAT (HU-LIU; Hu and Liu, 2004) also belongs to the
first class of SA methods and computes a single normalized
sentiment score for a text (ranging from negative to neutral
to positive). These scores were obtained directly from Orange
for each of the 120 text segments. The 3rd SAT, belonging
to the second method class (SentiArt), is derived from the
theory-guided computational semantics perspective allowing to
compute theoretical values successfully predicting human ratings
for imageability (Westbury et al., 2013), valence and arousal
(Westbury et al., 2015) or lexical aesthetic potential—for a variety
of materials such as single words, lines from Shakespeare sonnets
or literary metaphors (Jacobs, 2017, 2018a,b; Jacobs and Kinder,
2018). In this perspective, valence, for example, is computed as
a semantic association compound based on the relatedness of a
target word with each of N labels in the positive and negative lists.
Westbury et al. (2015) tested 12 models based on psychological
emotion theories and established the “Ekman99” (Ekman, 1999)
model with 12 labels (seven positive labels, such as HAPPINESS
or PRIDE, and five negative ones such as DISGUST or FEAR), as
the best: it accounted for about 34% variance in the validation set
1The compound score is a normalized weighted composite score ranging
from−1/negative to+1/positive. According to the authors, a word or text segment
has a positive sentiment if its compound score >= 0.05, a negative one if it
<= 0.05. If the score falls in between these two threshold values, the text is
considered neutral.
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of > 10.000 human valence ratings from Warriner et al. (2013)
(For details see Table 2 in Westbury et al., 2015).
Method
To establish e.g., the valence of a text segment with SentiArt,
the procedure was straightforward and easy to replicate by
researchers not necessarily trained in NLP methods2. In a 1st
step, an appropriate—general or task-specific—training corpus
such as the above-mentioned “Harry Potter” corpus (HP_TC in
Figure 1A) is created by merging all texts (e.g., seven books) into
a single compound and the corresponding VSM is computed,
e.g., by running the easy-to-use fasttext tool (https://fasttext.cc/
docs/en/pretrained-vectors.html). If a specific training corpus is
not required, one can use the procedure described on the fasttext
homepage (https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/english-vectors.html) to
directly download the VSM providing e.g., 300d vectors (Ndim
vectors on the right side of Figure 1A) for each of >2 million
words (e.g., in the original, uncleaned version of wiki.en.vec).
Now all is set up for the 2nd step, i.e., the computation of
the semantic relatedness values between each word in the VSM
and the labels in the label list. For example, computing the
cosine similarities between the target word AGONY and the first
three positive and negative labels of the Ekman99 model set of
labels (HAPPINESS, PLEASURE, PRIDE) empirically validated
in previous studies with both English and German text materials
(Westbury et al., 2015; Jacobs, 2018a,b) would yield a mean value
of 0.33 for the positive labels and of 0.51 for the negative ones.
Subtracting one from the other gives a valence of −0.18 thus
suggesting that the word AGONY has a negative valence. This
procedure was applied to all words in the VSM (wiki.en.vec),
computing both valence and arousal values.
The procedure establishes a 2D Emotion Potential Space
(valence X arousal) with > 2 million entries (available as an.xlsx
table from the author), illustrated in Figure 1B, which could
serve as a reference space for many future SA studies. Thus, each
word of a given test text (e.g., a segment from Harry Potter) can
easily be located within this space (e.g., using the.xlsx table) thus
receiving a standardized (relative) valence and arousal value. In a
3rd step, the average scores for the text segments of interest (e.g.,
those rated as fearful or joyful by human readers) are computed
so they can serve as input (predictors) for the classifiers.
Predictive Modeling
After computing the three SAT features (VADER’s compound,
HU-LIU’s sentiment, and SentiArt’s valence) for each of the
120 text segments, the features were standardized and used
as input for five classifiers implemented in Orange to check
the performance accuracy of the three SATs in predicting the
sentiment category of a test set (after being trained on a training
set of 70% of the 120 segments). The random sampling was
stratified (i.e., balanced across the three text categories) and
repeated 100 times with varying training and test sets to obtain
stable results. As a control condition, I used LSA (Deerwester
2The easy-to-use procedure was tested during the workshop Plotting Poetry:
Bringing Deep Learning to Computational Poetry Analysis‘(FU Berlin, sept 12-
14th, 2018) where I trained 30 students from literature studies in SA methods.
et al., 1990), also implemented in Orange—and which is not a
SAT as such–, to check how well it classified the text segments
without using special sentiment features.
Please note that the present study was not designed as a
“benchmark” test for SATs. The SATs are not directly comparable,
since they belong to different method classes. Thus, both
VADER and HU-LIU compute a univariate sentiment feature—
theoretically reflecting the “experiential” aspect of valence—
which is based on a list of previously rated, special “sentiment”
words (Vader:∼7.500 entries; https://www.cs.uic.edu/~liub/FBS/
sentiment-analysis.html#lexicon).; (Hu-Liu: ∼6.800; https://
www.cs.uic.edu/~liub/FBS/sentiment-analysis.html#lexicon). In
contrast, SentiArt is a multivariate SAT usually computing four
lexical features (valence, arousal, emotion potential, aesthetic
potential) and two interlexical ones (valence span, arousal
span) to predict the multiple “distributional” aspects of a text’s
sentiment (incl. function words which can play important roles
in poetry processing by altering the aesthetic potential of e.g.,
entire lines; Jacobs, 2018b). Rather than in “benchmarking” I
was interested in testing the feasibility of SentiArt as a simple
unsupervised learning SAT for neurocognitive poetics studies in
multiple languages and needed some reference tools (working in
English) to be able to better interpret SentiArt’s results for the
present English Harry Potter texts. Since both Vader and Hu-Liu
were implemented in Orange I chose them for practical reasons.
Results and Interim Discussion
The results summarized in Table 1 show the classification
scores3 for each of the three SATs and the LSA. The
present—purely descriptive—classifier comparison shows an
optimal performance for SentiArt’s valence feature (with Logistic
Regression) and smaller scores for VADER’s compound feature
(with Neural Net) and HU-LIU’s sentiment feature (with Logistic
Regression). The performance of the control method (LSA),
though inferior to the others, suggests that the abstract semantic
features computed by LSA still capture affective aspects that allow
to classify (to a certain extent) texts into sentiment categories. A
look at Figure 2 shows that SentiArt’s valence feature splits the
three categories better than the other two. Given that SentiArt
computes a feature value for each word in the text this could
be expected.
It should be emphasized that the present results do not
show that either VADER or HU-LIU are generally less well-
performing than SentiArt. In contrast to SentiArt, they both
are general, widely applicable SATs well-validated in e.g., many
SAs of social media texts (Hutto and Gilbert, 2014; Liu, 2015).
Also, revised, more sophisticated versions of at least the HU-
LIU SAT exist (Liu, 2015) which may yield different results, but
are not (yet) implemented in Orange and could thus not be
used here. The point is that within the confines of the present
special materials tested in several neurocognitive poetics studies
(Hsu et al., 2015a,b,c), SentiArt’s performance can be considered
as competitive.
3F1 is a weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall. Precision is the
proportion of true positives among instances classified as positive. Recall is the
proportion of true positives among all positive instances in the data.
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FIGURE 1 | (A) Schematic illustrating the procedure for computing the Emotion Potential Space shown in (B). (B) Emotion Potential Space with Distribution of
valence (x-axis) and arousal (y-axis) values for the >2 million words from the wiki.en.vec corpus (“green cloud”) and those from two sample segments of the Harry
Potter stimuli (“fear” segment = blue crosses; “happy” segment = red circles, both increased in size for better visibility).
Study 2. Computing the Emotional and
Figure Personality Profiles for Main
Characters in “Harry Potter”
As far as I can tell, so far VSM-based SATs have not been used
to estimate the valence or emotion potential of characters in
stories, but it seems to be a natural application which is of
special interest for digital literary and neurocognitive poetics
studies, e.g., for predicting identification and empathy, both
important factors driving immersive responses (e.g., Jacobs
and Lüdtke, 2017). There is related work, however. Thus,
for example, Elsner (2012) used a word-list based method to
compute the “emotion” of characters such as “Miss Elizabeth
Bennet” from Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice by counting
all emotional words in paragraphs that featured only one
character and adding them to the character’s total. Also using
a word-list based method, Nalisnick and Baird (2013) mined
for character-to-character sentiment in Shakespeare’s Hamlet by
summing the valence values over each instance of continuous
speech working on the simplifying assumption that sentiment
was directed toward the character that spoke immediately
before the current speaker. As already mentioned, Egloff et al.
(2016) used IBM Watson to compute Hamlet’s or Othello’s
“big 5.” More recently, Klinger (2018) presents a VSM-based
approach for computing the complexity of figures in stories (e.g.,
Eschenbach’s “Parcival”) using lexical diversity and information
content measures. Figure complexity is an interesting feature
related to what I’d like to call the hybrid hero potential: from
Homer’s Iliad to Gilligan’s Breaking Bad fiction protagonists have
been depicted with conflicting features or traits to make them
more interesting/attractive to readers, listeners or viewers. The
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TABLE 1 | F1 scores for the three SATs obtained with five classifiers (stratified
random sampling, 70/30, average values for 100 repetitions).
Classifier/Method Hu-Liu Vader SentiArt LSA
Neural network 0.693 0.742 0.915 0.620
Logistic regression 0.700 0.716 1.000 0.660
AdaBoost 0.613 0.674 0.972 0.420
kNN 0.626 0.675 0.972 0.344
Naive bayes 0.676 0.713 0.838 0.637
emotional figure profile and figure personality profile introduced
here can help quantify this hybrid hero potential to predict
aesthetic responses (“liking,” “interest”) of readers, for example.
Emotional Figure Profile
The simple idea behind computing an emotional figure profile
is that the strength of semantic associations between a character
(name) and the prototypical “emotion words” contained in the
label list gives us an estimate of their emotion profile. Thus,
the figure-based context vectors underlying the emotional figure
profile specify the affective context profile of a figure relative to
other figures in the story. They are merely suggestive and do
not directly specify emotional or social “traits” of a figure, for
example via recognizing adjectives or phrases directly referring
to the figure (e.g., “X is a dangerous person”) as in aspect-based
SA (Liu, 2015).
Most SATs are univariate, i.e., they compute a single value,
e.g., HU-LIU. Based on previous work mainly using a word list-
based approach (Jacobs et al., 2016a,b), I recently proposed the
computation of the emotion potential of words, sentences or
chapters as an extension of univariate SA (Jacobs, 2015a). In
contrast to the latter which attributes only a valence value to
each unit of analysis, the emotion potential combines two of
the three dimensions in Wundt’s (1874) classical psychological
theory of emotion, i.e., valence and arousal. Thus, the emotion
potential/EP of a word is computed as: EPw = |valencew|
∗
arousalw, and estimates the bivariate potential with which a word
or larger text unit can elicit emotional responses in readers. In
psychology, after more than 150 years there still is no consensus
which of the two “big” emotion theories is correct (cf. Schrott and
Jacobs, 2011): “dimensional” theories of emotion (e.g., Wundt’s
valence and arousal) or “discrete” ones (e.g., Ekman, 1999). The
VSM-based variant of the emotion potential therefore takes both
theoretical approaches into account since its computation is
based on discrete labels (e.g., joy, fear etc.; see Appendix B in
the Supplementary Material in Jacobs, 2018a), but its output
is a continuous value on the bipolar “negativity-positivity” and
“calming/arousing” dimensions, respectively.
To compute the emotional figure and figure personality
profiles for characters from the Harry Potter book series I
proceeded much like in Study 1. I first generated a task-
specific training corpus merging the texts from all seven
Harry Potter books (in their German translation from the
“childlex” corpus; Schroeder et al., 2015) and then computed the
corresponding VSM using the fasttext tool (https://fasttext.cc/
docs/en/pretrained-vectors.html) with the following parameter
specifications in addition to the default values: skipgram model
with 300 dimensions, no character n-grams, minimal count =
0, deterministic thread (so one can replicate the vectors). The
resulting HPde.vec VSM used ∼85 k 300d vectors extracted from
∼58 k sentences and, thus, these vectors are not representative for
or generalizable to other training corpora: using different VSMs
will lead to different results. Still, this VSM appears to be the most
adequate task-specific one for the present purposes.
Like in Study 1 I then “sentiarted” each of the words in the
“Harry Potter” corpus and located the names of seven main
characters from Harry Potter in the resulting 2d space. The raw
scores (Arousal, Valence, Emotion Potential) were transformed
into percentiles based on a sample of 100 figures appearing in
the book series (from “Albus” to “Wilkes”; see Appendix in the
Supplementary Material). Figure 3 shows the Emotional Figure
Profiles for these seven main characters.
The example emotional figure profiles in Figure 3 would
suggest “Harry,” “Hermione,” and “Hagrid” as the protagonists of
the stories with the highest relative valence values. Expectedly,
“Voldemort” has the lowest valence percentile (0), but a very
high emotion potential on account of his relatively high arousal
and very high negative valence raw score (−0.03). Lacking
empirical data (e.g., reader ratings) that could validate these
estimations I refrain from any interpretation beyond face validity
considerations. Suffice it to say that the present emotional figure
profiles appear solid enough to serve as predictors for empirical
studies of reading (e.g., Jacobs, 2015b). Thus, one could have
participants read a variety of excerpts from the Harry Potter
series and collect ratings (for liking, familiarity etc.) for a set of
main figures, similarly to ratings regarding the emotion potential
of the entire excerpt (e.g., Hsu et al., 2015a). A particularly
interesting prediction concerns those figures whose arousal and
valence values are discrepant, e.g., “Hagrid” or “Voldemort”: the
1st has a low arousal and high valence whereas the 2nd has the
opposite profile. Together with the figure personality profiles
discussed in the next section, such discrepanciesmight contribute
to the hybrid hero potential. Peripheral-physiological measures
such as heart rate variability or electrodermal activity could be
sensitive to such discrepancies (Jacobs et al., 2016b) as could be
brain activity measures that are sensitive to mental conflicts (e.g.,
Hofmann et al., 2008).
Figure Personality Profile
In this section I present some more differentiated computational
“personality profiles” that are inspired by research in personality
and clinical psychology, in particular so-called lexical approaches
to personality assessment. These are based on common
language descriptors and therefore on the association between
words rather than on neuropsychological experiments. More
specifically, the popular OCEAN model (perhaps better
known as “big5”; Norman, 1963) assumes that five global
factors (Openness to experience/Intellect, Conscientiousness,
Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism/Emotional
Instability) capture personality characteristics that are most
important in people’s lives. These are hypothesized to eventually
become part of their language and are more likely to be encoded
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FIGURE 2 | Distributions (with probabilities = dotted lines) of the feature values across the three text categories (f = fear, h = happy, n = neutral; left panel: HU-LIU,
middle: VADER, right: SentiArt; val = valence).
FIGURE 3 | Emotional figure profiles for seven main characters representing percentiles of their raw valence, arousal, and emotion potential scores within the Harry
Potter corpus based on a sample of 100 figures (see Appendix in the Supplementary Material).
into language as a single word than others. The above mentioned
work by Egloff et al. (2016) already applied the big5 model “to
help understand character in Shakespeare” and create personality
profiles for main characters in his plays such as “Hamlet.” The
authors used IBMWatson (Ferrucci, 2012) for their analyses.
Here, I used the same simple technology as for themultivariate
SA and computation of the emotional figure profile shown in
Figures 1, 3, i.e., a combination of a VSM and task-specific label
lists. The labels were chosen on the basis of extensive pilot studies
examining candidate items for each of the big5 dimensions and
their underlying more specific primary factors loosely inspired
by Osgood et al.’s (1957) semantic differential, Goldberg’s (1992)
100 unipolar markers and transparent bipolar inventory, as well
as Thompson’s (2008) “International English Big-Five Mini-
Markers.” Naturally, only labels contained in the German Harry
Potter VSM’s vocabulary could be used. The procedure started
with a representative seed word [e.g., CURIOUS for the positive
pole of the Openness dimension; cf. “the defining method” of
Turney and Littman (2003)] and then proceeded with searching
for synonyms and antonyms of this seed word using the semantic
relatedness values of the VSM. The seed words for the 10 poles




It should be noted that the present approach termed “pseudo-
big5” is only loosely inspired by the OCEAN model and that
this computational lexico-semantic approach bears only partial
similarities to key words appearing in the original or revised
“big5” questionnaires (e.g., Costa and McCrae, 1988). Naturally,
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I make no claims regarding the validity of this “pseudo-big5”
approach as a scientific tool for assessing personality profiles of
real persons.
Pseudo-Big 5
The exemplary data in Figure 4—based on the HPde.vec
model—show the semantic relatedness scores computed for the
words “Harry” and “Voldemort” with six labels hypothetically
representing the negative and positive poles of the Agreeableness
dimension of the pseudo-big5 model (cf. Appendix A in the
Supplementary Material). To the extent that the present pseudo-
big5 model is of any heuristic value, the data in Figure 4 suggest
that the “Harry” character is more closely related to the semantic
concepts of “affectionate,” “caring,” and “friendly” standing for
the positive pole of the dimension, while “Voldemort” is more
related than “Harry” to the negative concepts of “deadhearted,”
“hostile,” and “mean.” Still, the data also show the inherent
ambiguity/complexity (“hybrid hero potential”) resulting from
this method: thus, Voldemort, although more deadhearted than
Harry, also scores > 0 on the ’affectionate’ dimension, while
Harry, although being more friendly than Voldemort, also scores
a.68 value for “hostile.” The overall VSM-based raw scores for
“Harry” vs. “Voldemort” on the Agreeableness dimension were:
Harry 0.063, Voldemort −0.07, i.e., the “Harry” figure would
be considered as overall more “agreeable” than “Voldemort,” if
these scores were on an interval scale. However, as for the data
in Figure 3. I assumed that this is not the case and rather used
percentiles to estimate each figure’s score, based on the pseudo-
big5 scores for 100 characters from the book series. The same
procedure was applied for the other four dimensions of the
pseudo-big5 model. The results for seven main characters are
shown in Figure 5.
Within this selective set of seven characters, the top
scorer on the Openness (to experience), Conscientiousness and
Agreeableness dimensions is “Harry,” while “Voldemort” takes
the lead on the Neuroticism dimension. Interestingly, “Dobby”
is the winner on the Extraversion dimension. In the absence of
empirical data, I leave it up to readers of this article to judge
the face validity of these tentative results. Their heuristic value
is clear, though, and can readily be tested e.g., by an experiment
with human readers who are invited to judge these seven (or
more) characters on scales borrowed from the “big5” personality
inventory. A quantification of the hybrid hero potential in
future empirical studies investigating its influence on (aesthetic)
emotional reader responses could make use of data as those
in Figures 4, 5 by using, for instance, only opposite categories
such as risky-cautious, good-bad or nice-nasty and computing
corresponding ratios.
Figure Identification
As a first test of the usefulness of the computational pseudo-
big5 I checked how well the 100 figures (see Appendix A in
the Supplementary Material) could be identified on the basis
of the three features from the emotional figure profile (valence,
arousal, emotion potential) and the five big5 features from the
figure personality profile (i.e., O-C-E-A-N). For this I used
the simple “Neuronal model” from the JMP14 Pro statistics
software (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, 1989–2007) shown in
Figure 6 since it allows an estimation of the feature importances
not only for the total sample of 100 characters, but also for
each individual one4. The model fit was excellent (entropy R2
= 0.9995, misclassification rate = 0) with the overall most
important features—according to the total effect, dependent
resampled inputs option—being: emotion potential/EP = 0.63,
N = 0.61, A = 0.6, E = 0.54, aro = 0.53, O = 0.38, C = 0.36, val
= 0.12). Thus, for perfectly identifying each of the 100 figures the
neural net mainly used information about the emotion potential,
neuroticism, and agreeableness scores, mixing in data about the
extraversion and arousal values, and—to a lesser extent—the
openness, conscientiousness and agreeableness scores. Looking
at the individual feature importances for the seven main figures
in Table 2, it can be seen that the neural net model flexibly uses
the entire spectrum of (eight) features to identify figures. While
the emotion potential/EP played a top role for all seven figures,
conscientiousness, and agreeableness were important to identify
“Harry,” but not for example “Hermione.”
Figure Classification
Since the neural net model’s excellent performance was obtained
for the entire data set, a cross-validation not being possible given
that each figure represents its own class, I ran a 2nd classification
FIGURE 4 | Scores on six representative labels for the “Agreeableness”
dimension for two main characters from Harry Potter (translated from the
German originals by the author). The labels “affectionate,” “caring,” and
“friendly” hypothetically represent the positive pole of the dimension, the other
three the negative one6.
4The model parameters were as follows: three hidden units, TanH activation
function, learning rate of 0.1, no boosting, 10 iterations with a squared penalty
function (cf. Jacobs and Lüdtke, 2017).
5Entropy R2 compares the log-likelihoods from the fitted model and a constant
probability model: R2 = 1 – loglikelihood(model)/loglikelihood(0).
6Not all items used in the present pseudo-big5 model are shown here for
better visibility (the original version used eight negative and six positive labels;
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FIGURE 5 | Pseudo-big5 scores for seven main figures. The scores are
percentiles based on a sample of 100 figures appearing in the book series (see
Appendix in the Supplementary Material).
FIGURE 6 | Neural net architecture with eight input, three hidden, and one
output unit(s).
see Appendix A in the Supplementary Material). Note that the ,‘negative’ and
,‘positive’ labels are not necessarily antonyms.
TABLE 2 | Individual feature importances –as estimated by the Neural Net model–
for the seven main figures.
Figure/Feature O C E A N val aro EP
Dobby 0.1 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.6 0.1 0.6 0.9
Dumbledore 0.7 0.4 0.4 0.7 0.8 0.1 0.9 0.8
Harry 0.1 0.8 0.4 0.7 0.1 0.1 0.7 0.9
Hagrid 0.7 0.1 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.1 0.9 0.7
Hermione 0.6 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.8 0.1 0.8 0.8
Snape 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.9 0.6
Voldemort 0.1 0.1 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.3 0.9
experiment. Lacking empirical data from human raters, in
that experiment I used the “goodness/badness” of character
for the 100 figures as a superordinate class label, evaluated
on the basis of “Harry Potter” homepages that categorized
them—as clearly as possible—as either “good” (e.g., “friend
of Harry,” “the Weasleys”) or “bad” (e.g., “enemy of Harry,”
“death eaters”). Thus, I could test the predictions from the
emotional figure profile and pseudo-big5 computations against
this empirical data7.
The data in Table 3a show a classification accuracy of just
over 80% (for AdaBoost and kNN). This is not excellent, as for
figure identification, but pretty good given the likely noisiness
of the internet data and the complete novelty of the tool
(i.e., 1st issue of “SentiArt” without any revisions yet). The
rank scores for the seven predictors in Table 3b are interesting
because they suggest features that played a major or minor
role in this multivariate classification and point to potential
weaknesses of the computational model. According to both the
Information Gain Ratio and χ² scores (both implemented in
Orange) arousal and extraversion were vital predictors, followed
by Neuroticism/Emotional Instability and Openness/Intellect.
The other three predictors played only minor roles here. Thus,
one feature from the emotional figure profile (arousal) and one
from the “pseudo-big5” figure personality profile (extraversion)
stand out in this exploratory binary classification. Basically,
figures with high arousal (and neuroticism) scores have a high
likelihood of being “bad,” while figures with a high extraversion
(emotion potential and openness) score tend to be “good”
characters. The features agreeableness, conscientiousness and
valence did not help much in the present classification. Fine
tuning of the VSM (e.g., increasing dimensionality) and/or
label lists [e.g., using different labels or only labels that have a
maximum “confidence”; cf. Turney and Littman’s (2003)] may
improve their classification strength, as might chosing another
sample of figures from “Harry Potter” (e.g., only those that occur
with a certain frequency). Before carrying out such fine-tuning
studies, however, collecting empirical data is a priority from the
neurocognitive poetics perspective.
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TABLE 3 | Results of the binary figure classification (“good” vs. “bad”); (A) F1
Scores for seven classifiers (stratified 10-fold cross-validation) with eight predictors



















In sum, applying the empirically validated techniques developed
for SA of texts (study 1) to fiction characters (study 2) produced
some interesting results with plausible face validity, high-
accuracy identification of 100 figures and a decent classification
accuracy regarding “goodness” of character data for those figures
sampled from the internet. The emotional figure profiles and
figure personality profiles of seven main characters from Harry
Potter appear to have sufficient face validity to justify future
empirical studies and cross-validation by experts. If replicated
with other texts and figures this advanced SA opens numerous
possibilities for research in digital literary studies, neurocognitive
poetics, applied reading research, and other fields.
For example, a major issue in neurocognitive poetics is
the investigation of the immersion potential of texts and
other media (Lüdtke et al., 2014; Schlochtermeier et al.,
2015) which correlates with a number of factors among
which sympathy for and identification with protagonists
seems central (Jacobs and Lüdtke, 2017). The emotions that
readers experience during narrative comprehension depend
upon psychological processes, such as identification with a
protagonist and sympathy for story characters (e.g., Ferstl
et al., 2005; Oatley, 2016; Jacobs and Willems, 2018). The
likeability of stories depends on this, as Jose and Brewer
(1984) already showed for children readers: the overall
liking of a story indeed increased with greater identification,
greater suspense, and greater liking of outcome. While young
children (7 years) preferred positive outcomes regardless
of the valence of the main character, older children (10–
12) liked “happy endings” for good characters and negative
endings for bad characters. To what extent the hybrid hero
potential also contributes to this is a fascinating open empirical
question that can now be investigated on the basis of
predictions derived from emotional figure profiles and/or figure
personality profiles.
Using SentiArt one can easily quantify a text’s hypothetical
immersion potential or the theoretical likeability of fiction
characters, thus predict the outcome of experiments with human
readers and test key hypotheses of the Neurocognitive Poetics
Model of literary reading (Jacobs, 2015a,b), such as the fiction
feeling hypothesis. It states that narratives with emotional
contents invite readers more to be empathic with the protagonists
and immerse in the text world (e.g., by engaging the affective
empathy network of the brain), than do stories with neutral
contents. In an fMRI study Hsu et al. (2014) tested and found
support for this. Comparing the neural correlates of post hoc
immersion ratings for fear-inducing vs. neutral passages from
the Harry Potter series revealed that activity in the midcingulate
cortex correlatedmore strongly with the ratings for the emotional
than for the neutral passages. Descriptions of protagonists’ pain
or personal distress featured in the fear-inducing passages may
have recruited the core structure of pain and affective empathy
the more readers immersed in the text. Via SentiArt both the
emotion potential of a key passage of text and the likeability
of the character appearing in that passage (emotional figure
profile, figure personality profile) can be computed and used
for deriving testable predictions. Adequately combined with a
scientific assessment of readers’ personality profiles or emotional
states (e.g., Calvo and Castillo, 2001) it can be used to predict
not only emotional responses to narratives but also reading
comprehension. The latter can indeed be facilitated when there
is a felt match between readers and fictive characters, e.g.,
when highly extraverted participants read stories about, and
rated the emotional experiences of, extraverted protagonists, with
personalities similar to their own (Komeda et al., 2009).
CONCLUSION, LIMITATIONS,
AND OUTLOOK
A first general “take home message” from the present
computational studies is that Turney and Littman’s (2003)
unsupervised learning approach termed “semantic orientation
from association” still is a useful tool for VSM-based sentiment
analyses of literary texts when access to published word lists
providing valence ratings is difficult or impossible, or when
these word lists do not adequately match the vocabulary of the
text. SentiArt’s encouraging performance for this text material
in Study 1 is promising: if replicated with other materials in
future studies, it would mean that texts for which sophisticated
English word-list based SATs like VADER are suboptimal (such as
Shakespeare sonnets; cf. Jacobs, 2018b) can still undergo decent
sentiment analyses. The condition is that one applies SentiArt
in combination with an appropriate training corpus and VSM
such as the present “wiki.en.vec” or—for “higher” literary English
texts—the above mentioned GLEC (Jacobs, 2018a). This corpus
comprises ∼3.000 English texts (∼650.000 types) spanning a
range of genres from both fiction (prose & poetry) and non-
fiction written by more than 130 authors (e.g., Darwin, Dickens,
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Shakespeare). A VSM based on this corpus was recently applied
to predict the theoretically most beautiful line and the total
emotion potential of Shakespeare sonnets (Jacobs, 2018b), or
poems from Joyce and Eliot (Jacobs, 2018a). Since SentiArt
also functions for other languages than English, for example
German (Jacobs, 2017), and theoretically for any language for
which training corpora and semantic vectors—but assumedly no
appropriate word lists—are available, its application potential is
vast. Of course, future computational and empirical studies must
test its generalizability, validity, and reliability in other contexts.
In the light of previous results (e.g., Bestgen, 1994) the
present results further suggest that an easy-to-compute lexical
text feature (valence) can very well-predict a complex human
performance such as when readers rate whether a text (segment)
is “fearful,” “happy,” or “neutral.” In doing so they rely—
implicitly or explicitly—on a great number of interacting lower-
and higher-level text features (Jacobs, 2015a, 2018b; Jacobs et al.,
2016a) that cannot all easily be computed (Jacobs, 2018b), but—at
least in some contexts—approximated well-enough.
A second take home message more specifically concerns
the fields of digital literary, distance and applied reading
or neurocognitive poetics studies: application of a simple,
easy-to-use VSM-based SAT produces promising results for
predicting the hypothetical identification of readers with fiction
characters and resulting emotional responses as well as reading
comprehension. Computing emotional figure profiles and figure
personality profiles for different figures and/or narratives—
in combination with other quantitative narrative analyses of
e.g., text cohesion, syntactic complexity or aesthetic potential
(Jacobs, 2018b)—could thus help to better understand which
paragraph or figure is most likely to drive emotional responses
and facilitate comprehension.
An obvious limitation of the present computational studies—
apart from having applied SentiArt to only 120 text samples
from a single English book series (Study 1) and only one
training corpus (Study 2)—is that it does not compute
contextual polarity, i.e., it uses no “modifies polarity” or
phrase-level features like negation. It also uses no lexical
disambiguation method concerning words that can have several
polarities. The excellent performance of SentiArt in Study
1 and the promising results from Study 2—at least for
the present materials—suggest though that when both the
training corpus and label lists are well-chosen, a simplistic,
easy-to-use unsupervised SAT can do very well without
additional computationally more costful analyses such as parsing,
sense disambiguation or aspect-based SA (which all are still
under dynamic development). This is especially interesting for
researchers who have no substantial training in NLP methods
but access to fasttext (Bojanowski et al., 2017) and large,
representative training corpora (like about anybody these days;
cf. Footnote 2).
Naturally, the present results must be replicated with other
text materials and empirically verified before any general
conclusions can be drawn. To what extent the training corpora,
VSMs and label sets used by SentiArt also work for other literary
texts (in other languages) is a fascinating issue for future studies.
Finally, it is important to note that the present computational
analyses are exploratory and can be used as a computational “null
model” of the “sentiment” of verbal materials or the “personality”
of fiction figures against which more sophisticated or general
future models can be tested.
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